Simulation of electric double layers with multivalent counterions: ion size effect.
In this paper, the structure of the electric double layer in the presence of (mostly) multivalent counterions is investigated through Monte Carlo simulations. Unlike previous similar studies addressing this matter, the difference of this study lies in the use of realistic hydrated ion sizes. Additionally, two different methods for calculating energies in the Metropolis algorithm are applied. The obtained results show that the conclusions of preceding papers must be revised. In particular, our simulations suggest the existence of certain ion layering effects at high surface charge densities, which are not accounted for by integral equation theories in the case of divalent counterions. These layering effects could justify why the overcharging phenomena due to ion size correlations are hardly observable in real colloids with divalent counterions. The existence of charge inversion due to ion size correlations (and without requiring specific counterion adsorption) is probed for trivalent counterions. Moreover, the hypernetted-chain/mean-spherical-approximation is tested under conditions not studied yet.